Hoghton Auction 13/01/19
Notes and Photos
Lot 10
This is a Ward & Goldstone coil and trimmer, with original very nice Daily Dispatch box. For use
as a tuned circuit to reject a strong local station. Makes much of its Manchester heritage; suspect
this was to alleviate reception problems encountered when the North Regional came on air in the
1920s. Crystal and early valved sets often lacked selectivity.
Lot 61
Nice old GEC radiogram. Made around 1934. Mainly very tidy. Comes
with some 78 RPM records.

Lot 62

1920s home-build with glass doors. Four valve circuit.
Valves supplied are dull-emitters with 4V heaters. Copies of
the valve data are supplied also. Obviously no circuit of the
set itself.

Lot 65
Very shiny Bakelite case, seems free of plastic-damage. Looks
to have had a decent restoration at some time in the last 20
years.

Lot 66

Early diaphragm loudspeaker. Needs TLC. Cone has come unstuck at the seam but is not badly
damaged. At top centre rear there is a die-cast metal handle which has broken away but the
“missing” bit is still with the speaker. Would be possible to glue it back but due to metal fatigue in
the die-cast it's no longer a perfect fit.
Lot 68

Not many sets have their name incorporated in the speaker fret. Five
valve 1928 portable. Nice condition but there's a strip of mahogany missing from the edge of one of
the front doors.

Lot 69

Potentially useful AM/FM set but no back and case cracked underneath. Good otherwise.
Lot 70
Bakelite seems OK. Speaker fabric has a hole. Dusty but full of potential.

Lot 71
Nasty chunk out of the foot strip under the
cabinet. That's not the problem it might have
been because it comes with an empty
cabinet which is tidy and ready to use.

Lot 74
Lovely big bit of Murphy Bakelite.
No damage spotted on cabinet. Has
been restored somewhen in the last
20 years; speaker replaced with
permanent magnet job and a resistor
used for smoothing to replace the
O/C choke energising the old
speaker.

Lot 75
Ekco AC/DC set. Bakelite cabinet not cracked, but both speaker bars
are broken off. May be possible to make some replacements from the
flat top of a scrap Bakelite set. Possible alternative to have new ones
laser-cut from sheet metal and then bronzed. Not an easy project but
could turn out nicely if you do a nice job!

Lot 76
Bakelite seems wholesome. Battery set so a little bit out of
the ordinary. Very dusty.

Lot 78

Nice old HMV portable (pre-war). Very dirty but mostly dust rather than staining. Rexine rubbed at
edges but will polish up with shoe-cream. Handle's metal frame is present but the leather covering is
long gone. Challenging restoration but still could make a nice set.
Lot 79
Like the 1939/40 Ever Ready portable with the side-contact all-dry
valves, but in a rather nice Bakelite case. Very dusty, back missing, but
otherwise all there and very restorable.

Lot 80
Nice little Bakelite set. Octal valves, sensible circuit, well built
(Plessey?) chassis. Dial printing isn't very good, but it will do,
given its age. Lots of dust.

Lot 86

Lot 87

Lot 88

Lot 89

Lot 90

Lot 94

Two boxes!

Lot 111

She's a big girl, and perhaps a bit rough, but what a fantastic
lump of Philips TRF technology.

Lot 112
Everything present and correct.

Lot 113
You do get the valve as well, but I only have a photo of
the instructions and data sheet which come with it. To
be fair, though, those are the rare parts of the ensemble,
aren't they?

Lot 114

At first glance it could be a mesh-anode U12 rectifier. But it's not,
and it's got the German eagle engraved in the base to prove it. Rare
thing.

